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Abstract—Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) is a new
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol proposed by the IEEE
802.15.4e standard. It is designed to meet the requirements of
industrial networks, such as high Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
and bounded delays, along with low energy consumption. TSCH
is now the basis of a full stack for Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) proposed by the International Engineering Task Force
(IETF), known as 6TiSCH (IPv6 over the TSCH mode of IEEE
802.15.4e). Since 6TiSCH networks are expected to offer high
performance and fast bootstrapping, the network formation time
could be impacted by the network size and the rate of control
packets. In this paper, we demonstrate that non cooperative
nodes, which can be malicious, could also drastically increase the
network joining time. First, we propose the attack model and its
implementation on the 6TiSCH simulator. Then, we carry out a
set of experiments for different network sizes. Finally, we show
through simulation results the impact of the proposed attack on
the joining time.
Index Terms—Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), 6TiSCH,
6top, Performance Evaluation, Joining Time, Cyber Security,
IEEE 802.15.4e, MAC protocols

I. I NTRODUCTION
WirelessHART [1] and ISA100.11a [2] are two pioneer
wireless technologies able to provide reliable communication
for industrial automation [3]. However, these are proprietary
solutions, and they are also not IP compliant, which prompted
standardization bodies like IEEE and IETF to develop new
open and standard solutions. In a first time, the IEEE proposed
in its 802.15.4e standard [4] TSCH, a MAC protocol based on
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and channel hopping,
to allow deterministic channel access and also to mitigate the
effect of signal interference. Later, the IETF adopted the TSCH
protocol and the IEEE 802.15.e PHY as lower layers, and
developed a set upper layers, resulting in a full stack enabling
IP communications to small sensors and actuators in industrial
environments.
In TSCH, time is organized in slotframes, each one is made
up of a set of timeslots. A timeslot must be large enough
so that two neighboring nodes can exchange a data packet
and its acknowledgment. Communications of each node are
orchestrated by a TSCH schedule, which tells the node exactly
when to send its own frames and when to receive frames
from its neighbors. The schedule is represented by a matrix
whose cells are identified by a timeslot number and a channel
offset. We point out that there are two kinds of cells (slots):

shared ones, which are used to exchange control messages, and
dedicated ones, used for sending and receiving data between
neighboring nodes. Figure 1 depicts an example of a TSCH
schedule. The cell (1,1) represents a shared slot. Node B uses
slots (2,1) and (7,4) to send data to node A, and it expects
to receive data from nodes D and E on slots (3,3) and (6,1),
respectively.
For network formation, nodes follow a joining process and
exchange periodically control messages like Enhanced Beacon
(EB) frames, Join Request (JR) frames and DIO (DODAG
Information Object) messages on shared slots. Enhanced Beacons are sent by already joined nodes, join requests frames
are sent by the new joining nodes, while DIOs messages are
used for the routing topology construction. The delay required
for a node to synchronize with the network, identify a routing
parent, reserve a dedicated slot to communicate with its parent
and start sending DIO packets is called the joining time [5].
The joining procedure proposed in 6TiSCH networks engender higher joining times, which depend on the network
size and the time resources allocated for control messages
[6], [7]. However, network nodes behavior also could protract
the joining time. In fact, nodes may opt for an abnormal
or non cooperative behavior willingly or unintentionally. In
the former case, nodes decide not to cooperate with their
neighbors when carrying out network operations, to save their
resources like energy and bandwidth. In the latter case, nodes
operation is altered by external malicious entities intending to
make a stealth attack through legitimate but corrupted nodes.
In the rest of this paper, we refer to both kinds of nodes by
misbehaving or cheating. The both adjectives or words will be
used interchangeably throughout the paper.
In our work, we consider the problem of non cooperative
nodes in 6TiSCH networks and their impact on the network
formation. We summarize our major contributions as follows:
- We define a 6TiSCH-specific non cooperative behavior
attack. The attack is further implemented in the 6TiSCH
simulator [8].
- We carry out a set of simulations in a 6TiSCH network
in the presence of misbehaving (non cooperative) nodes.
- We study the impact of a such an attack on the joining
time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
highlights the 6TiSCH main protocols and vulnerabilities.

Channel offsets

Then, we analyze the joining process in 6TiSCH networks,
and we give some relevant related works in section III. Section
IV describes the behavior of non cooperative nodes, while
section V presents the simulation setup and discusses our
findings. Finally, section VIconcludes the paper and gives
some directions for future work.
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Fig. 1. Example of a TSCH schedule.

II. 6T I SCH STACK VULNERABILITIES
Cyber security attacks in IoT have been classified into two
categories: passive attacks and active attacks [9]. The first
class is related to eavesdropping, node malfunctioning, node
outage and traffic analysis. In this case, the threat is hidden
and the nodes’ intention is to collect useful information. By
contrast, in the second class, the attacks are operated through
jamming and spoofing (Sybil attack) causing a Denial of
Service (DoS). Non cooperative nodes’ behavior is considered
as an active attack since the role of some nodes is altered by
external entities. Bellow, we highlight four analyzed active
attacks against 6TiSCH IoT networks.
a) Attacks towards TSCH: As mentioned in section I,
time is split in timeslots. Each one is identified by a number
called Absolute Slotframe Number (ASN). The frequency
used when two nodes communicate during a timeslot is a
function of the ASN and a channel offset. Attackers may use
this information to carry out ASN attacks, which consist of
sending fake EBs with incorrect ASNs. Using a wrong ASN
prompts the victim to compute an incorrect frequency, which
would make it unable to communicate with its neighbors
[10]. Another possible attack on TSCH is the TSCH desynchronization, where an attacker transmits the messages on
the slots that are allocated to the other users. This engenders
packet collisions and losses, and carrying out series of these
attacks could cause the de-synchronization of neighboring
nodes [9].
b) Attacks towards 6LoWPAN: 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over
Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Network) is an adaptation
layer that enables resource constrained objects to interact with
IPv6 devices. It offers header compression and fragmentation
mechanisms [11]. Taking advantage of the absence of a verification process, attackers can carry out fragmentation attacks
by putting their own fragments in the fragmentation chain
of an IPv6 packet, and without being detected as spoofed or
duplicated fragments [9], [12].

c) Attacks towards RPL: RPL (Routing Protocol for
Low power and Lossy Networks) [13] is the routing protocol
adopted in the 6TISCH stack. It relies on a ranking mechanism to build a routing typology called Destination Oriented
Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) (see Figure 2). The root
starts broadcasting DIO messages to its neighbors, which
will in turn propagate their own DIOs later. Nodes receiving
the DIOs select the neighbor with the smallest rank as a
parent. A node can request the transmission of DIO messages
from its neighborhood by sending DIS (DODAG Information
Solicitation) messages. RPL may undergo a multitude of
attacks, including rank attack and DIS attack. In the rank
attack, a malicious node changes its rank to incite neighbors
to select it as a parent. This may result in routing loops,
un-optimized paths and more control overheads. DIS attack
consists in periodically sending DIS messages by the attacker
to delude legitimate nodes that there are some nodes willing to
join the network, or something went wrong with the topology.
The aim of this attack is to increase the control overhead and
hence the energy exhausting [12].
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Fig. 2. Simple routing topology.

d) Attacks towards 6top: The 6TiSCH Operation Sublayer (6top) is made up of a scheduling function like MSF
(Minimal Scheduling Function) [5] and a 6top Protocol (6P)
[14]. The role of the scheduling function is to adapt the number
of cells scheduled by the nodes to the traffic. Regarding 6P,
it offers a negotiation process called 6P transaction, which
enables two neighbors to agree upon a certain schedule (e.g.
which cells to add to both schedules of the neighbors). The
negotiation process consists in exchanging dedicated messages
(requests and responses) between two neighbors, and ensures
that they have common cells in their schedules. Carignani et
al. [15] proposed a threat model of 6P, where an adversary
intercepts and forges 6P messages to carry out bogus 6P
transactions between two neighboring nodes. This eventually
results in incoherent scheduled cells between the two peers,
and hence no communication between them is possible. In
section IV we propose another threat model related to 6P.

III. A NALYSIS OF THE JOINING PROCESS
Nodes join a 6TiSCH network following a formation process starting by enabling a single-hop communication between
neighbors, and ending by the construction of the RPL toplogy
(see Fig. 2) [6].
A node that intends to join the network starts by listening for
Enhanced Beacons during a predefined period of time or until
it receives EBs from a known number of neighbors. Then, it
selects a neighbor as a Join Proxy (JP) to continue the joining
process. After having selected a JP, the node sends a Join
Request to the Join Registrar/Coordinator (JRC) through its JP,
and becomes a joined node when it receives a Join Response
from the JRC. The joined node receives DIOs, computes its
own rank, and selects a routing parent, with which it must
install a negotiated cell through a 6P transaction. At this stage,
the joined node can start sending EBs and DIOs in turn.
There are few works in literature which studied the time
needed for the joining process, known as the joining time
[3], [6], [7], [16], [17]. Authors in [16] proposed a randombased advertisement algorithm, where nodes send EBs with a
certain probability, an they studied the impact of the number
of channels used for advertising on the joining time. They
found that increasing the number of channel offsets reduces
significantly the joining time. The work in [6] investigated
the network formation in 6TiSCH networks. It was shown
that the standard strategy for the allocation of timeslots to
control messages, in which a single static shared timeslot is
used, engender long network formation delays in large scale
networks. Authors proposed the use of dynamic allocation
strategy for shared timeslots that depends on number of control
messages to guarantee a fast joining process. Authors in [17]
also investigated the network formation process and they proposed a dynamic beacon interval which depends on the number
of joined nodes. A dynamic allocation strategy has been also
proposed in [3], that aims to reduce the joining time. Nodes
locally adapt the number of slots for transmitting control
messages. Authors in [7] showed that permanently assigning
EB frames higher priority over other control messages like
DIOs could increase the joining time of the new joining nodes.
Therefore, they propose to give higher priority to DIOs when
new nodes need DIO packets to complete their joining process.
All the above-mentioned works focus on the limitations of
the strategy for the allocation of timeslots to control messages,
especially in large deployments. Furthermore, they consider
that the network is safe, and there are no malicious nodes. In
our work, we are interested in the joining time when network
contains corrupted nodes.
IV. M ISBEHAVIOR MODEL
In this section, we introduce the conduct of misbehaving
nodes towards their neighbors. As mentioned in section I,
6TiSCH nodes exchange data packets during dedicated slots.
If one node has more data packets to send, but the actual
resources (slots) are not satisfactory, it should ask its neighbor
for additional resources. For so doing, the two parts agree
on new slots and add them to their schedules. The first node

initiates a 6P transaction by sending a request containing the
number and the proposed positions of slots. The neighbor
sends back a response containing the slots that it agrees for
addition. If the neighbor is a cooperative node, its response
depends only on the availability of the proposed slots in its
schedule. However, if it is a cheating one, it refuses to answer
the request, either to save its limited resources or to engender
higher delays or packet losses if it is a question of a corrupted
node.
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Not empty set of cells
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Fig. 3. Successful and unsuccessful transactions.

Figure 3 demonstrates two 6P transactions with honest and
misbehaving nodes. The first one is executed between two
authentic nodes. Node A issues the transaction by sending an
ADD request to node B, which responds back with the available and validated set of cells. Then, the node A updates its
schedule by adding these cells for upcoming communications
with the node B. In the second transaction, the node B is lying,
by answering with an empty list of cells, i.e. it didn’t agree
the request of the node A.
A cheating node may decide not to agree all new requests
from all neighbors. In this case, it will be easily spotted
by prospective preventing processes. For some caution, the
cheating node may accept to agree the first request for each
neighbor.
The conduct of a misbehaving node is described in Algorithm 1. The misbehaving node maintains a set, initially empty,
containing the IDs (identifiers) of neighbors that have already
completed successful ADD transaction with this misbehaving
node. When the misbehaving node receives a new transaction,
it determines its type. If it is an ADD request, it first makes
sure that the set ServedN eighbors does not contain the
neighbor’s ID before it agrees the request and adds the ID

to ServedN eighbors. Otherwise, the misbehaving node does
not agree the request.
Algorithm 1: Conduct of a misbehaving node
Input: ServedN eighbors = ∅ // set of
neighbors already received a
response
1 wait for a new transaction
2 RequestT ype = get the request type of the current
transaction
3 if RequestT ype = ADD then
4
ID = get the neighbor ID
5
if ID ∈
/ ServedN eighbors then
6
agree the neighbor’s request
7
add ID to ServedN eighbors
8
9

else
deny the neighbor’s request

The misbehavior of the root is expected to have greatest
impact, and therefore, in the simulation scenario, we set the
root as a misbehaving node only if all nodes are misbehaving
(i.e. the misbehavior rate is 100%). In our strategy of selecting
misbehaving nodes, we start with the first nodes that have
successfully joined the network, and therefore, the closest
nodes to the root. Algorithm 2 describes this selection strategy.
At the beginning, the rate of already configured cheating nodes
(CurrentRate) is equal to 0. If the desired misbehaving rate
is 100%, the root is configured to be misbehaving. Otherwise,
the algorithm continues to set the newly joining nodes as
misbehaving ones until the value of CurrentRate reaches
the value of M isbehaviorRate.
Algorithm 2: Choosing misbehaving nodes
Input: N // Number of all nodes
Input: M isbehaviorRate
1 CurrentRate ← 0
2 // Rate of already configured
misbehaving nodes Counter ← 0
3 if M isbehaviorRate = 100 then
4
Set the root as a misbehaving node
5
6
7
8
9
10

else
while CurrentRate < M isbehaviorRate do
Wait till a new node X joins the network
Set X as a misbehaving node
Counter ← Counter + 1
CurrentRate ← Counter/N

V. S IMULATION
To study the impact of such an attack on the joining time, we
first implemented the node’s misbehavior at the 6top sublayer,
then we integrated it in the 6TiSCH simulator, a dedicated tool
for 6TiSCH networks. We considered different network sizes:

TABLE I
M AIN SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter
Number of nodes
Simulation time
Slotframe size
Application type
Packet generation period
Packet length
RPL Objective Function
TSCH slot duration
Scheduling function
Physical channels

Value
20, 60, 100
15000 slotframes
101 slots
Periodic
4 (s)
90 (octets)
Objective Function 0 (OF0)
0.010 (s)
Minimal Scheduling Function
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20, 60 and 100 nodes. The nodes generate periodic traffic, and
send their packets upwards to the root in a multi-hop fashion.
A single simulation is carried out during 15000 slotframe
cycles (252.5 minutes), and each slotframe comprises 101
timeslots. Every simulation is repeated three times. Table I
summarizes the main parameters used to perform simulations.
We changed the misbehaving rate in the network, and we
repeated the simulation for each rate. A rate equal to 0% means
that no node is misbehaving in the network. Likewise, a rate
equal to 100% indicates that all nodes are misbehaving.
The subsequent subsection report the obtained results in
terms of the network joining time. Figure 4 presents the
average joining time as a function of the number of misbehaving nodes, considering three different network sizes. We can
see clearly through the curves that the joining time in small
size networks (20 nodes) is not impacted by the number of
misbehaving nodes; it remains around 500 seconds whatever
the misbehaving rate. We can explain this by the fact that
small networks generate low traffic, and nodes don’t need
to request more dedicated timeslots to forward the data. For
large deployments (60 nodes and 100 nodes), the joining
time is an increasing function of the number of misbehaving
nodes. For instance, when 60% of nodes are misbehaving, we
notice an increase of 27% and 63% respectively when the
network comprises 60 nodes and 100 nodes. When all nodes
are misbehaving, including the root, the increase of the joining
time reaches 128% and 174% respectively in networks with 60
nodes and 100 nodes. The curves also show that the network
size affects the joining time; larger networks manifests higher
joining times.
Figure 5 emphasizes the distribution of the individual joining times for every node and confirm the obtained results in
Figure 4. One box represents the joining times of all nodes in
the network given a misbehavior rate. The yellow line inside
a box corresponds to the median, while the upper and bottom
lines are the maximum and the minimum values, respectively.
The points or small circles outside the boxes are the outliers
values. For the different plots (A), (B) and (C), the worst
joining time is correlated to the number of cheating nodes. By
increasing the number of nodes, the obtained joining time is
longer when the misbehavior rate is 80 %. The worst joining

time is found equal to 6000 seconds (outlier point), and it
would be much longer if we have increased the network size.
When the nodes cheat giving a wrong number of available
cells, other nodes spend additional time waiting for a good
schedule.
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Fig. 4. Obtained joining time of SA-6TiSH compared to 6TiSH under different
misbehavior rates.

VI. C ONCLUSION
We investigated in this paper the joining time in 6TiSCH
networks, since fast network formation is expected in industrial environments. First, we introduced the concept of non
cooperative nodes in the 6P protocol, which can be considered
as a kind of attack. Non cooperative nodes might deny the
requests received from neighbors aiming to negotiate more
resources, simply because they want to save their energy, or
because they intend to disrupt the network performance in the
case of compromised nodes. We implemented the proposed
model on the 6TiSCH simulator, then we performed a series
of experiments. The obtained results demonstrated that the
proposed attack is not effective in small networks unlike in
large scale networks, where the joining time is proportional
to the number of misbehaving nodes. In fact, the increase in
the joining time could reach 174% when considering high
misbehaving rates. Furthermore, simulation results showed
that augmenting the network size also increases the joining
time.
In our future work, we plan to propose a countermeasure
against cheating and lying nodes. An ongoing work has been
initiated using the fuzzy logic decision maker to measure the
credibility of nodes’ messages.
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